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Nutrient ratios in marine particulate organic matter
are predicted by the population structure of
well-adapted phytoplankton
Shlomit Sharoni* and Itay Halevy*

INTRODUCTION

The elemental composition of particulate organic matter (POM)
dictates the flow of matter via the microbial food web and plays a
key role in the biogeochemical cycles of carbon, oxygen, phosphorus,
and nitrogen (1, 2). Of particular interest are nitrogen (N) and
phosphorus (P), which are essential macronutrients considered to
limit marine primary production (3, 4). In a seminal paper in 1934,
Redfield proposed that the global spatial and temporal average
C:N:P of POM (defined as the organic matter retained on 0.7-m
filters and composed mostly of phytoplankton cells) is constant
and remarkably similar to the ratio of dissolved inorganic nutrients
in the deep ocean, most likely as a result of the decomposition of POM
into its constituents (5, 6). A C:N:P of 106:16:1 in POM, the so-called
Redfield ratio, has been fundamental in marine biogeochemistry for
nearly a century (7, 8). However, over the past decades, high-resolution
measurements have revealed notable deviations of the N:P of POM
in the oceans from the Redfield ratio, and a clear meridional N:P
pattern is observed (9). For instance, the N:P of POM in the cold,
nutrient-rich, high-latitude oceans is ~13:1, whereas in the warm,
nutrient-depleted (oligotrophic), mid-latitude oceans, it is ~28:1, values
that are respectively lower and higher than the Redfield ratio (9).
Similar patterns have also been observed across seasons. N:P is higher
in the summer (warm and nutrient-depleted) and lower in the winter
(colder and nutrient-replete) at many sites (10–12). Identifying the
mechanisms that underpin N:P variability is essential to understanding the factors that limit primary productivity, the effect of
resource competition on community structure, and long-term regulation of ocean biogeochemistry (3, 13).
Existing empirical research recognizes the critical role played by
nutrients, namely, phosphate and nitrate, in controlling the meridional
trend in POM stoichiometry (1). For instance, nutrient concentrations
may affect the elemental composition of POM by controlling phytoDepartment of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot
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plankton population structure (9). Diatoms require relatively
nutrient-rich conditions and typically display lower-than-Redfield
N:P. In contrast, cyanobacteria, which do well in nutrient-poor
regions, display higher ratios under laboratory conditions (14–16).
Thus, a diatom-dominated biomass, as generally observed at high
latitudes, may explain low N:P in these locations, while cyanobacteria-
dominated biomass may explain high N:P in oligotrophic systems.
In addition, phenotypic plasticity due to acclimation of the phytoplankton to nitrate or phosphate limitation may lead to deviations
in cellular stoichiometry (17). In this case, meridional variability
may be related to the delivery of nitrate and phosphate to the
photic zone, driven by ocean circulation patterns (18). Although
changes in population structure and acclimation may lead to
similar shifts in POM stoichiometry, they have different implications
for the physiological state of the phytoplankton. Population structure shifts, involving spatiotemporal variations in the relative proportions of different groups, imply that the selected dominant
phytoplankton are better adapted to the local nutrient availability
and should thus display relatively high physiological fitness (i.e.,
high relative growth rate). On the other hand, acclimation involves a
modification of cellular stoichiometry at the expense of fitness in
response to environmental (nutrient) stress (19). Ecosystem health,
as affected by the fitness of the primary producers, may have implications for the sensitivity of the biological pump to future changes
in climate and nutrient delivery to the oceans (20).
The link between phytoplankton elemental composition, nutrient availability, and relative growth rate [i.e., the fraction of the
maximum growth rate, which is an indication of physiological state
(21)] is predicted by the “Droop” model, which describes the growth of
phytoplankton in a chemostat (22–24). The solution of the Droop model
shows that elemental composition of well-adapted cultures, growing rapidly under nutrient-replete conditions, converges on their
optimal, species-specific ratio (Fig. 1, red points) (14–17, 25, 26). In
this case, phytoplankton “eat what they need,” retaining a homeostatic stoichiometry. On the other hand, the cellular composition of
phytoplankton experiencing nutrient limitation may diverge from
their optimal ratio during acclimation and their relative growth rate
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A common assumption of a constant nitrogen-to-phosphorus ratio (N:P) of 16:1 in marine particulate organic
matter (POM) appears to be invalidated by observations of major spatial variations in N:P. Two main explanations
have been proposed. The first attributes the N:P variability to changes in the community composition of
well-adapted phytoplankton. The second proposes that variability arises from physiological acclimation involving
intracellular adjustments of nutrient allocation under nutrient deficiency. Using a model of phytoplankton physiology,
observational datasets, and a review of laboratory culture results, we assess the mechanistic basis of N:P variability.
We find that the taxonomic composition of well-adapted phytoplankton best explains observed variations in
POM N:P. Furthermore, we show that acclimation to nutrient deficiency may be safely neglected when considering the effects of ecology on POM N:P. These findings provide insight into the controls on global variability in POM
composition and average phytoplankton physiological performance in the oceans.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Deriving POM N:P from a model of nutrient uptake
The Droop model provides a mathematical framework that relates
phytoplankton elemental composition, nutrient availability, and relaA
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Fig. 1. Relation between phytoplankton elemental composition, nutrient
availability, and relative growth rate according to the Droop model. (A) Schematic representation of the nutrient phase space. In the white area, phytoplankton
are growing rapidly under nutrient-replete conditions (red dots). On the horizontal
and vertical black lines, nutrient concentrations have been drawn down to low levels
with final concentration P* and N* for a range of nutrient supply ratios. At these
steady-state points (blue dots), phytoplankton are limited by phosphate and
nitrate (22). The dashed and dashed-dotted trajectories represent a cell that becomes nitrate-limited (Nin : Pin = 4 : 1) and phosphate-limited (Nin : Pin = 60 : 1),
respectively. In the gray zone, nutrients are below the minimal requirements for
phytoplankton growth. (B) Cellular N:P stoichiometry as a function of nutrient input ratio and growth phase, calculated according to the Droop model, with
parameters defined in table 2 in (22). Cellular N:P of nutrient-replete, exponentially
growing phytoplankton converges on their optimum quotas independently of the
nutrient input ratio (red line). Cellular N:P of phytoplankton growing under nutrient limitation is linearly correlated to the ratio of nutrient inputs at low dilution
(mortality) rates (d = 0.59 day−1; solid blue line) over most of the range shown. For
higher dilution rates (d = 0.9, 1.0 day−1; dotted and dashed blue lines, respectively),
the curves become sigmoidal, revealing a limit to the flexibility of phytoplankton
stoichiometry at high nutrient input ratio. The white dot represents the unique case
in which the nutrient input ratio exactly matches the phytoplankton’s optimal ratio.
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tive growth rate (22–24). The model follows the evolution of external
nitrate and phosphate concentrations (N and P, respectively; M),
cellular N and P quotas (QN and QP, respectively; mol cell−1), and
total cell biomass (X; cell liter−1). Nutrients are supplied at the concentrations Pin and Nin (M) and are taken up by the phytoplankton.
Uptake of the nutrients follows a Michaelis-Menten saturating
function form. Unused nutrients are washed out at a concentration identical to their concentration in the chemostat (or in the
environment) and at the same rate of dilution (d; day−1). Internal
nutrient quotas increase by uptake and decrease by growth, which
is limited by the nutrient in the shortest supply (27). The Droop
equations are
dN = d(N   − N ) − V 
N
in
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where Vmax,P and Vmax,N are the maximum uptake rates (mol cell−1
day−1), kN and kP are the half-saturation constants (M), ∞ is the
growth rate at infinite quota (day−1), m is the mortality rate (day−1),
and Qmin,N and Qmin,P are the minimum cellular quotas when growth
is zero (mol cell−1). The Droop model can be simplified by assuming
that, at any point in time, the ratio of nutrient uptake to carbon-based
growth is in balance with the cellular quotas. In practice, this “balanced
growth” assumption is achieved by assuming that the quotas adjust
instantly to the environmental conditions and are in a quasi-steady
state. It has been shown that this assumption is an accurate approximation of the full Droop model under a wide range of dynamic
conditions (28). Therefore, the ratio of cellular N:P is obtained by
equating the right-hand side of Eqs. 3 and 4 to zero, rearranging to
solve for QN and QP, respectively, and dividing the resulting expressions to yield

/

N     ─
P   	
	(Q N  / Q P  ) = (V max,N  / V max,P  ) ( ─
N + kN
   P + kP   )

(6)

The cellular N:P ratio can then be calculated under three different
scenarios to be tested, with the following three sets of assumptions:
(i) Phytoplankton in the field grow relatively rapidly, as they are
adapted to the local nutrient supply. In this case, growth is unlimited
by nutrient availability, i.e., the phytoplankton’s half-saturation
constants are significantly lower than in situ nutrient concentrations (kN << N, kP << P). Thus, the second term on the right-hand
side of Eq. 6 is approximately unity. Furthermore, making the socalled optimal uptake assumption (22, 29) that phytoplankton take
up nutrients at an optimal ratio equal to the ratio of minimal cell
quotas: Vmax,N/Vmax,P = Qmin,N/Qmin,P. Under these assumptions,
Eq. 6 simplifies to
˜  N/  Q
˜  P  ) = (Q min,N  / Q min,P)	
	( Q

(7)
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declines (17, 25). In this case, phytoplankton “eat what they can,”
and their cellular N:P matches the N:P in the inorganic input medium
over most of the input N:P range, and at low dilution (mortality)
rates (Fig. 1, blue points). The modulation to nonoptimal cellular
N:P occurs because of surplus accumulation of macromolecules
enriched in nonlimiting nutrients, such as proteins under N surplus
or polyphosphates under P surplus (17, 21, 22).
To test whether the meridional trend results from variations in
the population structure of well-adapted phytoplankton or from the
population structure of acclimated (nutrient-limited) cells, we integrated data on phytoplankton stoichiometry, growth, and nutrient
uptake and developed a model to calculate the expected POM stoichiometry under nutrient-replete versus nitrate- or phosphate-limited
growth (Materials and Methods). We then compared our calculated
values to observations across all major oceanic basins. Our results
strongly indicate that, on average, the taxonomic composition of
well-adapted phytoplankton best explains observed variations in
POM composition. Consequently, the N:P of POM can be predicted
with good accuracy solely as a function of phytoplankton population structure.
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where the asterisks denote nutrient-limited growth. Equation 8
implies that under nitrate/phosphate limitation, the cellular N:P is
lower/higher than the optimal ratio, respectively. It was shown that
Eq. 8 predicts well the cellular N:P of phytoplankton cultures
acclimated to nutrient-limited conditions (fig. S1) (22, 29). We
therefore labeled this strategy as the “cellular acclimation I” model. To
calculate the expected cellular N:P under this assumption, we substitute into the right-hand side of Eq. 8 the group-specific optimal
N:P (Qmin,N/Qmin,P) and half-saturation constants (kN and kP) from
a literature review (Table 1 and table S2) and in situ N and P concentrations retrieved from the World Ocean Database (WOD) (30).
(iii) Phytoplankton in the field express maximum uptake rates
and half-saturation constants similar to those measured in laboratory cultures acclimated to nutrient-limited conditions. We label
this strategy the “cellular acclimation II” model. To calculate the
expected cellular N:P under this assumption, we substitute into
the right-hand side of Eq. 6 the group-specific kinetic parameters
(Vmax,N, Vmax,P, kN, and kP) obtained from a literature review (table S2)
and in situ N and P nutrient concentration retrieved from WOD.
The expected cellular N:P ratios were calculated according to
scenarios (i) to (iii) and weighted by phytoplankton-group relative
abundance retrieved from the NASA Ocean Biogeochemical Model
(NOBM) (31, 32) in every oceanographic domain (Eq. 9, Materials
and Methods). To account for errors associated with the literature
data, the nutrient concentration from WOD, and the phytoplankton
relative-group abundance retrieved from NOBM, all of these parameters were repeatedly drawn (10,000 times) from distributions
that represent uncertainties in their values. This results in a distribution of POM N:P predicted for every oceanographic region under
each of the models, which was compared to observations.
To test cellular acclimation in isolation from phytoplankton
population structure, we conducted two additional tests termed
“cellular acclimation I only” and “cellular acclimation II only.” For
these tests, we use Eqs. 8 and 6, respectively, as described for scenarios
(ii) and (iii), but we assume that one generic phytoplankton species
Sharoni and Halevy, Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaw9371
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Fig. 2. N:P variations among phytoplankton phyla, phytoplankton group distributions, and geographic locations of sampling stations. (A) Cellular range of
N:P (molar ratio) of the different phytoplankton groups. The dotted line is the
Redfield ratio of 16:1. Phytoplankton groups are as in Table 1, and n is the number
of observations. The box plots show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles; the whiskers
cover 99.3% of the data; the black dots are the mean; and the remaining outliers
are shown as black crosses. Data are compiled from the literature on elemental
stoichiometry of the different marine phytoplankton phyla under nutrient-sufficient
growth conditions (table S1). (B) Pie charts represent the mean normalized relative
phytoplankton group distribution data extracted from NOBM for the specific time
and location of the N:P measurements. (C) Geographic locations of sampling stations, represented by the different colors, were clustered into oceanographic
domains bounded by contours of 0.5 M annual average phosphate concentration:
the Southern Ocean (SO), South Pacific (SP), South Indian Ocean (SIO), Equatorial
Pacific (EqP), Equatorial Indian Ocean (EqIO), North Pacific (NP), North Atlantic (NA),
and Subarctic North Pacific (SNP). The analysis included only measurements from
the upper 100 m of the water column, an approximation of the photic zone (55).

dominates the ocean, with kinetic parameters and optimal stoichiometry that are a mean of the different phytoplankton groups. The
results are presented in fig. S2.
Group-specific N:P and phytoplankton biogeography
We used the framework described above to test whether the source
of global variability in the N:P of POM across the major oceanic
basins is driven primarily by phytoplankton population structure of
well-adapted phytoplankton or from the population structure of
nitrate/phosphate-limited cells. To achieve this, we compared the expected cellular N:P calculated according to scenarios (i) to (iii) (i.e.,
the optimal allocation and the cellular acclimation I and II models)
to global observations of POM elemental composition (33, 34).
The optimal allocation hypothesis implicitly assumes that phytoplankton in the field express their optimal group-specific N:P (Eq. 7),
which is often measured in cultures growing under nutrient-replete
conditions (14–16). Therefore, to calculate the expected N:P of bulk
POM under the optimal allocation assumption, we convolved
3 of 9
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where the tildes denote nutrient-unlimited (rapid) relative growth.
This solution indicates that when nutrients are abundant, cellular
N:P converges on the phytoplankton optimal group-specific ratio,
which is equal to the ratio of the minimum nutrient quotas and
independent of external nutrient concentrations. We label this
strategy as the “optimal allocation” model (14–16, 22). The expected
cellular N:P under these conditions was calculated by substituting
into the right-hand side of Eq. 7 the group-specific optimal N:P
(Qmin,N/Qmin,P) extracted from the literature review (Fig. 2A and
Table 1; Supplementary Materials).
(ii) Phytoplankton in the field acclimate to nutrient shortage
(i.e., the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 6 cannot be
assumed to be unity) but take up nutrients at a ratio equal to the
ratio of their minimum quotas (i.e., making the optimal uptake
assumption). This is plausible for species that typically bloom in
response to episodic nutrient inputs and that may partially acclimate
to declining nutrient concentrations over the course of a bloom, without changing their uptake strategy (i.e., without adapting). In addition,
this scenario is perhaps reasonable also for species that are preadapted to consume nutrients at the optimal ratio at low nutrient
levels (22). By making this assumption, Eq. 6 becomes

SCIENCE ADVANCES | RESEARCH ARTICLE
Table 1. Elemental stoichiometry of the phytoplankton groups. N:P
for diatoms (Bacillariophyceae, “Diatom”), coccolithophores (“Cocco.”),
intermediate group (“Inter.”), which includes dinoflagellates and green
algae, and cyanobacteria (“Cyano.”). The complete dataset is available in
table S1. Means (bold) and medians are in the top row. The 25th and 75th
percentiles are in parentheses in the middle row. The number of
observations (n) is in the bottom row.

in the oceans (1), using the nitrate and phosphate concentrations
from the WOD (Supplementary Materials). We note that the mechanisms underlying this relationship are uncertain, but included it in
the comparison in the hopes of shedding light on those mechanisms.
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Expected N:P under the optimal allocation and the cellular
acclimation models
In all models, the expected N:P values in each oceanographic region
Diatom
Cocco.
Inter.
Cyano.
were calculated 10,000 times, repeatedly sampling from distributions
N:P
14, 14
15, 18
17, 18
26, 26
representing the uncertainties associated with the group-specific
(11, 16)
(8, 20)
(12, 22)
(20, 32)
N:P ratios, the kinetic constants, the oceanic nutrient concentrations
n
27
5
33
25
from WOD, and the phytoplankton relative abundances from NOBM
(table S2 and figs. S3 and S5). The expected POM N:P distributions
calculated using the optimal allocation model (red bars in Fig. 3)
taxon-specific elemental compositions from a new compilation of show that in the SO and the SNP, which are mostly dominated by
experimental data obtained by reviewing the existing literature, diatoms (Fig. 2B), the N:P means are lower than the Redfield ratio.
with global phytoplankton group distributions from the NOBM. On On the other hand, in the SP (South Pacific), SIO, EqIO, NP (North
the basis of the literature review (table S1), we found that the Pacific), and NA, where cyanobacteria are the most dominant prielemental N:P of the different phytoplankton groups [diatoms, mary producers, N:P means are higher than the Redfield ratio.
coccolithophores, cyanobacteria, and intermediates, which include
The cellular acclimation I model (light blue bars in Fig. 3) predinoflagellates and green algae (31)] cultured under nutrient- dicts N:P in the SP, SIO, and NP that is lower than that predicted
replete, rapid-growth conditions significantly differ from each other using the optimal allocation model (see Fig. 3 in the referred regions).
[one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), P < 1.2 × 10−5; Fig. 2A and If the parametrization of cellular acclimation I model (Eq. 8) is corTable 1]. These results highlight previously described intrinsic dif- rect, this suggests that a significant fraction of the phytoplankton
ferences between the nutrient requirements of phytoplankton groups population in these regions experiences nitrate limitation. In
(14–16). For example, diatoms that require a high density of P-rich contrast, in the SO, EqP, EqIO, NA, and SNP, the N:P in the nutrient-
ribosomes for fast growth display low N:P, and coccolithophores limited model is higher than the expected N:P in the optimal allocaand cyanobacteria that allocate large resources to nutrient uptake tion model (see Fig. 3 in the referred regions). This suggests that a
machinery such as enzymes and chloroplasts are N-rich but P-poor significant part of the population in these regions may be phosphate-
(21, 26, 35).
limited. The cellular acclimation I only model (lighter blue bars, fig. S2)
To predict the N:P of marine POM in scenarios (i) to (iii), the predicts N:P ratios that are close to the cellular acclimation I model
expected cellular N:P calculated under the three different scenarios but with lesser agreement with the observations (r = −0.05 and −0.28,
must be weighted by the relative abundances of the various phyto- respectively). The cellular acclimation II model and the cellular
plankton groups. We retrieved the relative abundances of the acclimation II only model predict POM N:P values of 1 to 10 (molar
phytoplankton groups from NOBM in major oceanographic regions ratio), which are significantly lower than observations (dark blue
defined by 0.5 M annual mean phosphate concentration contours bars in Fig. 3 and blue bars in fig. S2).
(Fig. 2, B and C; Materials and Methods). We found that, during the
measurement periods, diatoms dominate the biomass in the Subarctic Comparison between model results and observations
North Pacific (SNP) and in the Southern Ocean (SO). Cyanobacteria We compared the optimal allocation and the cellular acclimation
exhibit the opposite behavior, dominating the biomass in the model predictions to the global observations (orange bars, Fig. 3)
mid-latitude and the Southern Indian Ocean (SIO), and Equatorial (33, 34) and to the empirical relationship between aqueous nutrient
Indian Ocean (EqIO). Coccolithophore relative abundance is high concentrations and cellular N:P (white bars, Fig. 3) (1). We found
in the Equatorial Pacific (EqP) and in the North Atlantic (NA). Last, that the expected N:P distributions calculated assuming the optimal
the intermediate group is the second most dominant group in the allocation model are most similar to the observations in all the
SIO and SO (Fig. 2B). Using the compiled N:P of phytoplankton oceanographic regions (Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r = 0.80;
groups and their relative abundances in the oceans, we determine Fig. 3 and fig. S4). This similarity is highlighted by the small disthe bulk elemental composition of POM under the optimal alloca- tances between the cumulative distribution functions calculated
tion model (an abundance-weighted average of the group-specific assuming the optimal allocation model and observations and the
N:P; Materials and Methods).
low relative variance (mean  = 0.26, mean  = 0.14; Table 2 and fig. S4).
To calculate the N:P expected under the alternative scenario, i.e., These values provide a slightly better fit to the observations than the
under the cellular acclimation models (I and II), we obtained the distances between the cumulative distribution functions of the
nitrate and phosphate concentrations from the WOD for every time empirical relationship and the observations (mean  = 0.35, mean
and location in which an N:P measurement exists (fig. S3). We then  = 0.20; Table 2 and fig. S4). We find that the expected N:P distriused these nutrient concentrations with literature estimates of butions calculated assuming the cellular acclimation I and II models
group-specific maximum uptake rates and half-saturation con- agree least well with observations, displaying higher variances and
stants (table S2) to calculate cellular N:P under nutrient-limited higher distances between their cumulative distribution functions
conditions [scenarios (ii) and (iii); Eqs. 8 and 6, respectively]. Last, and those of the observations (mean  = 0.56 and 0.86, mean
we also calculated the cellular N:P predicted by an empirical rela-  = 0.68 and 0.70, respectively; Table 2 and fig. S4). Comparisons
tionship between POM stoichiometry and nutrient concentrations with a different regional clustering (0.4 and 0.6 M phosphate
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concentration contours) show that the results are robust to the
exact choice of phosphate concentration as the cutoff among the
different oceanographic domains (table S5).
The predictions of the cellular acclimation II model are strongly
at odds with the observations. Similar differences between observed
POM N:P and values calculated according to the cellular acclimation II model were also reported at the ALOHA (Pacific) and BATS
(Atlantic) oceanographic stations (36). There are three possible
reasons for this discrepancy: (i) the balanced growth approximation is not valid in the field, i.e., the cellular quotas are not in a
quasi-steady state, (ii) the functional form of the model does not
capture the growth of phytoplankton in the field, and/or (iii) the
kinetic constants measured in the laboratory under nutrient-limited
conditions do not apply to the real ocean. Option (i) is unlikely
because phytoplankton populations typically equilibrate rapidly
(21), although it is possible that further model analysis could reveal
a long-term transient in cellular quotas. We find option (ii) unlikely,
as myriad laboratory experiments have shown saturating nutrient
uptake for a limiting nutrient and other functional forms have been
found to yield similarly diverging calculations and observations
(36). Option (iii), on the other hand, is supported by the observation that the half-saturation constant of Prochlorococcus cultures is
50 to 100 times higher than that of natural Prochlorococcus populations in the NP subtropical gyre (37, 38). We refer the readers to
(36) for further discussion regarding this discrepancy.
The good agreement between the POM N:P variability observed
in the oceans and that predicted under the optimal allocation model
suggests that this model, by itself, provides an adequate explanation
of POM N:P variability across the different oceanographic regions
and that adding the cellular acclimation does not improve the N:P
predictions. Furthermore, the good agreement between the N:P
distributions predicted by the empirical relationship, the observed
distributions, and those predicted under the optimal allocation
model suggests that the empirical relationship is similarly driven by
the phytoplankton community structure. These findings suggest
Sharoni and Halevy, Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaw9371
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Fig. 3. Comparison between expected and observed POM N:P. The white bars
represent the expected N:P calculated according to the empirical relationship of
POM N:P and nutrient concentration described in (1). The orange bars represent
the observed N:P across the different oceanographic basins (33, 34). The red, light
blue, and dark blue bars represent the expected N:P calculated according to the
optimal allocation, cellular acclimation I, and cellular acclimation II models, respectively. The dashed black line represents the Redfield ratio. All data were clustered
according to oceanographic regions defined in Fig. 2. The height of the bars
represents the mean of the N:P distributions. The lower and upper black thick vertical
lines are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the N:P distributions. r is the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient.

that phenotypic plasticity under nutrient limitation can be ignored
when considering the controls on POM stoichiometry in most of
the oceanographic regions, including the oligotrophic systems
(Fig. 3). The only exception is in the NA, where the role of cellular
plasticity in response to phosphate limitation is more readily
observable. This is shown by the right tail of the N:P distribution
(fig. S4), which indicates a degree of phenotypic N:P plasticity in
response to P limitations. The detection of alkaline phosphatase
activity in the NA provides evidence in support of the possibility
that a fraction of the phytoplankton population experiences phosphate limitation (39).
Our results provide insights into the community dynamics in
response to spatial and temporal variations in environmental conditions. Specifically, community dynamics is mainly dominated by
variation in the relative proportions of different phytoplankton
groups rather than by acclimation of any single group to the varying
conditions. The suggested change in the phytoplankton assemblage
in response to changes in environmental conditions is consistent
with observations of algal bloom successions, in which specific taxa
dominate over specific time intervals characterized by varying
nutrient availability rather than acclimation of the phytoplankton
standing stock to the varying conditions (40). Changes in community structure have also been shown to cause N:P variability in
freshwater systems in response to temperature variations (41).
Community structure, rather than cellular response to environmental stresses, was similarly shown to be a good predictor of
spatial and temporal variations in the surface-ocean concentrations
of dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP), a bioactive organosulfur
compound with several physiological roles, which is produced by
phytoplankton (42).
A possible implication of our findings is that most of the phytoplankton population is not severely nutrient-limited, including in
oligotrophic systems. We distinguish between two types of limitations: (i) “Blackman” limitation, which refers to a reduction in the
growth rate of individual cells, and (ii) “Liebig” limitation, which
refers to a reduction in the final yield of a population of cells (3, 43).
These two types of limitation are conceptually distinct, but their use
is often vague in ecological studies (43). Our results indicate that
phytoplankton in the oligotrophic systems, where phosphate and
nitrate are often limiting (3), are not Blackman-limited, as indicated
by the retention of average optimal group-specific elemental ratios.
If this was not the case, under phosphate limitation, cellular N:P
would be substantially higher than the groups’ elemental ratios in
nutrient-sufficient cultures, whereas under nitrate limitation cellular
N:P would be lower than in cultures (fig. S1). Consequently, the
calculated regional N:P based on the culture elemental ratios would
not agree so well with the observed N:P. This said, the total yield in
some cases can be low (i.e., Liebig limitation), as often shown by
nutrient enrichment experiments (3), specifically in nutrient-poor
settings in which the activity of grazers and viruses depresses phytoplankton biomass (44–46).
The suggestion that most phytoplankton are not stressed for
nutrients in their natural environment agrees with classical views
based on the results of rapid (relative) growth experiments and
early POM measurements in the ocean (25). The apparent convergence of phytoplankton stoichiometry in rapid-growth experiments
to the Redfield ratio, and the fact that this ratio was observed in
marine measurements available at the time, led to the conclusion
that the phytoplankton in the ocean grow relatively rapidly and are
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Table 2. Comparison between expected and observed elemental N:P distributions. ∆ represents the maximum distance between the cumulative
distribution functions of the observations and the expected N:P distributions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).  is the relative variance between the expected and
observed distribution means, calculated according to Eq. 10 (Materials and Methods). Samples are from the upper 100 m of the water column, calculated in
oceanographic regions defined by 0.5 M annual average phosphate concentration contours.
Location

SO

SP

SIO

EqP

EqIO

NP

NA

SNP

Mean

∆

0.23

0.19

0.32

0.17

0.47

0.11

0.31

0.32

0.26



0.12

0.13

0.13

0.01

0.17

0.07

0.25

0.25

0.14

∆

0.53

0.49

0.63

0.64

0.62

0.65

0.21

0.72

0.56



0.71

0.40

0.26

0.80

0.33

0.53

0.42

2.05

0.68

∆

0.90

0.98

0.99

0.73

1.00

0.98

0.62

0.70

0.86



0.74

0.83

0.80

0.49

0.62

0.87

0.59

0.63

0.70



0.25

0.41

0.21

0.44

0.37

0.33

0.32

0.56

0.35



0.08

0.26

0.05

0.15

0.08

0.21

0.23

0.58

0.20

Optimal allocation
model—observations

Cellular acclimation I
model—observations

Cellular acclimation II
model—observations

not severely nutrient stressed (25). Using much larger datasets with
global coverage and higher spatial resolution, our work provides
observational support for these ideas. However, a conclusion of our
study is that the Redfield ratio should not be treated as a single
stoichiometric attractor but rather as the abundance-weighted sum
of group-specific stoichiometry under nutrient-replete conditions.
We note that our observations are consistent with rapid relative
growth rate of phytoplankton in the oceans, but they do not rule out
the possibility that in much of the ocean algal populations experience an inadequate but serendipitously balanced (close to their
weighted average optimum) nutrient supply ratio (i.e., the white
marker in Fig. 1B). However, this seems unlikely, as circulation and
turbulence on multiple spatial scales maintain a relatively uniform
inorganic N:P in the deep ocean (18). Delivery to the surface during
mixing of nutrients at this uniform N:P contradicts supply at ratios
that coincidentally match the regional phytoplankton assemblage.
A possible limitation of our work is that we did not account for
the potential contribution of dead autotrophic biomass, as well as
for heterotrophs and bacteria, which can influence the elemental
stoichiometry of marine POM (47, 48). Although it was suggested
that POM in the surface oligotrophic ocean is composed mostly of
living cells (9), little is still known about the influence of heterotrophs
and bacteria on the bulk POM stoichiometry. Furthermore, we
focus on nitrate and phosphate, providing support for the impact
of these major nutrients in marine ecosystems. However, our work
has limited utility for assessing the effects of other limitations,
such as iron limitation, which is thought to be important in wide
oceanic areas (43, 49). This is because the effect of iron limitation
on phytoplankton stoichiometry is unclear. Different studies show
either an increase, decrease, or no change in N:P of phytoplankton
under iron stress, depending on growth conditions, growth stage,
or algal strain used (50–52). Thus, the absence of a clear pattern
of iron limitation on N:P stoichiometry does not allow clear assessSharoni and Halevy, Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaw9371

15 July 2020

ment of the physiological state of phytoplankton with respect
to iron availability, based on N:P of POM in the marine environment alone.
CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis provides further understanding of the role of phytoplankton communities on regulation of marine POM stoichiometry.
Specifically, we show how such regulation can be achieved through
spatiotemporal variations in the relative abundance of different
groups displaying near-optimal physiological performance and elemental composition. Such recurrent selection of the well-adapted
cells out of a diverse pool of genotypes likely sustains an effective
flow of matter and energy through biogeochemical pathways. If so,
the existence of a diverse pool of genotypes provides ecosystem
resilience and ensures the transformation of inorganic carbon and
nutrients into organic constituents and the transfer of these compounds across the marine food web under varying conditions at sea (53).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Literature review
Group-specific data on N:P of marine phytoplankton under nutrient-
sufficient conditions were extracted from the text, tables, and figures
of 34 publications (250 data points in all). The database contains
molar N:P, along with taxonomic information (class, species, and
strain), culture conditions (batch, semicontinuous, or chemostat),
medium type, temperature, irradiation, day length, and the technical
procedure for measuring particulate organic P and N (e.g., spectral,
high precision inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (HPICPMS), x-ray microanalysis, and nuclear magnetic resonance). In
the analysis, we focused on marine Bacillariophyceae (diatoms),
Prymnesiophyceae (coccolithophores), Dinophyceae (dinoflagellates),
6 of 9
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Chlorophyceae and Prasinophyceae (green algae), and Cyanophyceae
(cyanobacteria), representing five major marine phytoplankton classes
(14). AlgaeBase, an online database of terrestrial, marine, and freshwater algae, was used to identify synonyms, phyla, and general environment. The literature review is available as the Supplementary Materials:
“database_species_specific_stoichiometry.xlsx.” Further details are
in the Supplementary Materials.

Calculation of POM N:P in the different
oceanographic regions
All the expected QN/QP in scenarios (i) to (iii) (Eqs. 6 to 8) were
calculated for each group according to the group-specific parameSharoni and Halevy, Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaw9371

15 July 2020

n

  ∑    fj  ,g  × (N / P)  expected,g
g=1
	
	(N / P)  j = ─────────────
  
  
n
  ∑    fj  ,g

(9)

g=1

where fj,g is the mean relative abundance of the phytoplankton g
group (g = diatoms, coccolithophores, intermediates, and cyanobacteria) in region j ( j = SO, SIO, EP, etc.) extracted from NOBM, n
is the number of phytoplankton groups, and (N/P)expected, g was calculated according to the different models (Eqs. 6 to 8). There is an
uncertainty in the values of Qmin,N/Qmin,P, kN, kP, Vmax,N, and Vmax,P
because these parameters represent an average over different strains
and laboratory conditions. Furthermore, there is an uncertainty
regarding the nitrate and phosphate concentration retrieved from
WOD, especially in the oligotrophic regions. To account for all
these uncertainties, we performed 10,000 calculations with these
parameters drawn from distributions that represent the uncertainty
in their values (fig. S3 and table S2). Furthermore, there is an uncertainty associated with the relative abundance of the phytoplankton
groups retrieved from NOBM. Therefore, during the simulations,
this error was also drawn from normal distributions (fig. S5), and fj,g
was corrected: fj,g = fj,g – error (Supplementary Materials). The
normal distributions of the errors were constructed using the mean
and SD of the global error [model – observation; figure 6 in (32);
fig. S5]. This resulted in distributions of expected N:P values under
the different scenarios: (i) optimal allocation, (ii) cellular acclimation I, and (iii) cellular acclimation II. We also calculated the expected POM N:P according to the empirical relationship between
nutrient concentrations and POM stoichiometry (Supplementary
Materials) (1).
Comparison between expected and observed N:P
To compare expected N:P from the NOBM phytoplankton group
composition to in situ data from measurements over the years
1974–2016 (33, 34), we retrieved the phytoplankton group distributions from NOBM for every time and location in which N:P
measurements were made and calculated the expected N:P distributions. For samples taken before 1998, for which oceanographic data
do not exist in NOBM, we used the monthly mean oceanographic
data from 2004, which is the year with the minimal sum of deviations from the monthly mean (Supplementary Materials). The
observational database contains a total of 49,292 samples from
cruises and marine stations that are distributed globally. We only
considered samples from the upper 100 m of the water column,
representing the average mixed layer (55), for which N and P data
were determined in the same measurements and excluded samples
in which particulate organic P concentrations were less than 5 nM,
as this was the reported practical detection limit (9). After this
screening, we were left with 3490 observational data points. We calculated the observed bulk elemental N:P distributions of the POM
in eight oceanographic regimes confined by contours of annual
average phosphate concentrations of 0.5 M and compared to the
average bulk N:P calculated from the NOBM distributions (tables
S3 to S5). We excluded (i) the South and Equatorial Atlantic where
the number of measurements was small (n < 11), (ii) measurements
7 of 9
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Phytoplankton biogeography
The average monthly spatial distribution of major phytoplankton
groups was retrieved from NOBM. NOBM is a three-dimensional
representation of coupled physical transport, biogeochemical and
radiative processes, at a spatial resolution of 1.25° longitude and
0.66° latitude, spanning a range of latitudes between −84° and +72°,
and including only open-ocean areas where seafloor depth is >200 m.
The biogeochemical model contains four phytoplankton groups
[diatoms, coccolithophores, intermediate (including chlorophytes
and dinoflagellates), and cyanobacteria] and four nutrient groups
(nitrate, ammonia, silica, and iron). Phytoplankton biomass in a
certain location is determined by a balance between group-specific
sinking rates and growth rates, the latter of which depend on
group-specific nutrient and light requirements and the nutrient
concentrations and optical properties of the photic zone. Growth
and succession of the different phytoplankton groups is simulated
in this model by trait-based differences of the phytoplankton groups:
maximum growth rate, sinking rate, and half-saturation constants
to nutrients and light. Phytoplankton stoichiometry is fixed at the
Redfield ratio, with a light adaptation (variable C:Chl ratio) formulation. The model provides phytoplankton group biomass calculated
for monthly average oceanographic conditions starting in 1998 (31).
Because our estimates of relative phytoplankton abundance are
derived from NOBM, it is possible that our results are biased by
NOBM underlying assumptions (for example, four functional groups
and four limiting nutrients). However, to our knowledge, NOBM is
the most established coupled ocean biogeochemical model simulating
the distribution of the different phytoplankton groups, and its global
and temporal extent enables us to couple predictions of phytoplankton group distribution with observations of POM N:P. The
model was validated against 469 surface-layer observations of phytoplankton group abundance. With the exception of the intermediate
group, the model reproduces well the distributions of coccolithophores,
diatoms, and cyanobacteria (32). Furthermore, NOBM has been extensively validated by other parameters involving a comparison of 9 of
the 14 model state variables against in situ and/or satellite datasets
(only the abundance of herbivores, the three detrital components,
and dissolved organic carbon have not been validated). Moreover,
diatoms and cyanobacteria retrieved from NOBM show good agreement with PhytoDOAS, which is a remote-sensing method to derive
the relative abundance and biomass of diatoms and cyanobacteria
using spectral methods (54). Furthermore, phosphate availability, which
is an important component regulating cellular N:P, does not influence the calculations in NOBM, yet the expected N:P calculated by
convolving NOBM community composition and laboratory N:P nicely
predicts the observed N:P in nearly all ocean regions (Fig. 3).

ters and then weighted by their relative contribution to the total
biomass in the different oceanographic domains by the following
equation
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with proximity to continents, and (iii) measurements in the
Mediterranean Sea (n = 458), which are heavily influenced by riverine
inputs. The relative variance between the expected mean and the
observation mean was calculated according to the following equation

∣

∣

(Q N  / Q P)  j  − (Q
  N  / Q P)'j  
  	
  
  
	S =    ────────────
(Q N  / Q P)'j  

(10)

where S (%) is the relative variance between the expected and
observed value, (QN/QP)j is the mean expected N:P in a region j, and
(Q N  / Q P)'j  is the mean observed N:P in a region j.
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